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REPORT 

The GLL Bylaws Committee convened for its introductory meeting on September 9, 2020. This al-lowed us 
to meet one another and review the tools we had at our disposal.  
 
The GLL Bylaws Committee reconvened on November 19, 2020 to discuss a motion presented by the 
Executive Committee related to Executive Committee members voting on business matters by email 
outside of their formal meetings. Specifically, they wondered how best to capture those votes in the 
Executive Committee meeting minutes, and specifically asked the Bylaws Committee to give input on 
whether this would be permissible within the bounds of the current GLL-SIS Bylaws. The Committee 
concluded that the motion was a matter of Executive Committee policy and was not in conflict with the 
procedure authorized by the current bylaws. (See Article VII, sections 5 and 6.) However, the Bylaws 
Committee did propose revising the motion for consistency with the AALL model bylaws for SIS’s, and to 
prevent the need for retroactive corrections to vote records.  
 
In December 2020, the GLL Executive Board asked the Committee for historical clarification as to whether 
the A2J (Access to Justice) Committee was a “Special Committee” for AALL purposes. We concluded that 
the Bylaws themselves provided no clear answer. A follow-up check of the Executive Committee minutes 
from the time of the A2J Committee’s inception by one of our members also revealed no answers. Another 
member did recall that the A2J Committee was intended to be a liaison with the Self-Represented Litigants 
Network (SRLN) Committee.  
 
Recently one of our members noticed that the GLL Bylaws as presented on the website had not been 
updated since our 2019 request that they be corrected to eliminate the duplication of Article VII Elections, 
Section 5, subsections C and D. The GLL webmaster was contacted and corrected the webpage.  
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
Leslie Greenwood, Bylaws Committee Chair  
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